
EROS AND THE THREE SHEPHERDS OF COMUS 

by Stewart A. Baker 

The court masque creates a dramatic setting where symbol and discourse 
are translated directly into action. In Milton's Ludlow Mask, the quest for 
order without restraint, and for freedom without self-destructive license, is 
directly enacted through symbolic oppositions, such as the wandering of the 
Lady and her brothers, the guiding presence of the Attendant Spirit, the 
disorderly revels of Comus's rout, and the orderly dances of shepherds and 
courtiers. This translation of symbol into action culminates near the end of 
the Mask in the merging of the actors and spectators. The Lady and her 
brothers are presented to their parents, the spectators are "taken out" to 
join the dancing, and the barriers between the worlds of art and actuality 
dissolve.1 This climactic process, in effect, also translates the actual into the 
symbolic by incorporating the audience in the world of the Mask. The 
translation of symbol into action has made possible the union of the actual 
world with the informing order of art. Such a process has been implicit, of 
course, in our dual awareness of the masquers themselves, whom we know 
to be both dramatic characters and the young children of the Earl of 
Bridgewater. 

In the same way, the masque makes possible the direct translation of 
language into action. Thyrsis's song invokes the presence of Sabrina, and 
Sabrina appears. Sabrina's song invokes the symbolic powers of chastity 
that will free the Lady, and the Lady is released from her stony fetters. 
These songs are, literally, conjurations that actualize desire through language. 
In the Ludlow Mask, moreover, this power to actualize desire through 
language is specifically identified with the role of the shepherd. Through the 
complex opposition of the three principal shepherds, I believe, Milton is 
exploring the role of the poet, of poetry, and of language itself. 

This exploration of the poet's role centers on the Attendant Spirit. His 
role as agent of Providence subsumes the poet's role, through which in his 
prologue he creates the symbolic setting of the Mask and relates the in- 
vented myth of Comus. A moment later he has transformed himself into 
the shepherd Thyrsis. In his shepherd's role Thyrsis also subsumes the roles 
of poet and spiritual guide. But in his role, poetry becomes not only the 
process of creation through language, but also of transformation or  re- 
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creation. His name recalls the Orphic thyrsis, the rod that embodies the 
Orphic power to  control and transform Nature.2 The poetry of Thyrsis, we 
are told, possesses this Orphic power (494-499). We see this in action: When 
the Attendant Spirit has transformed himself into a shepherd, his poetry 
recreates the pastoral setting. The earth that had been a "pinfold," a corral 
for sheep, becomes the rich pastoral domains of the Earl of Bridgewater. In 
this new context, pastoral images usually assume positive values, a s  opposed 
to the negative connotations of the "pinfold." This pastoral order implicitly 
underlies the stable order of society threatened by Comus. 

Thyrsis also expresses his Orphic role through his management of the 
plot, bringing good out of evil through deliberate fictions. These fictions 
include his tale of his rural minstrelsy interrupted by Comus's rout (540- 
550); his story of the swain Meliboeus who taught him about the powers of 
Sabrina (825-858); and that other tali tale of the shepherd lad who gave him 
the herb haemony in gratitude for the Orphic ecstasy of his song (618-647). 
Although Thyrsis acts only through speaking, these fictions shape the action 
of the Mask. The Orphic role of Thyrsis thus employs the poet's fictions to 
bring moral order out of the disorder created by Comus. This moral order 
proceeds, in effect, from the imagined reality that Thyrsis, through language, 
enacts into actuality. Pastoral's symbolic correspondence to  the real world 
is liberating rather than restrictive. It predicates a free play of the shepherd's 
Orphic imagination that permits him to  reaffirm the order of nature and 
society, and to  assert the latent order of providence. 

The Lady and her brothers beIong to the order of society; they are 
courtiers. They lack the shepherd's Orphic sympathy with nature; nature is 
for them instead a test of their vaIues. This testing reveals them not as poets, 
but as speculative philosophers. Hence their statements, unlike those of 
Thyrsis, find only partial, and often ironic, actualization. The Lady's echo 
song, with its dangerous invocation of the nymph Echo, and its allusions to 
love-lorn nightingale and the egocentric Narcissus, does not attract the help 
the Lady seeks. Instead it attracts Comus (230-276). The song, in effect, 
suggests the negative potential of the Lady's virginity, which coincides with 
the more obvious threat posed by Comus. Similarly, the debate between 
the brothers (33 1-479) and the Lady's debate with Comus are verbalizations 
of contrary desires that seek, but do not achieve, confirmatory actualization. 
The confident Platonism of the Elder Brother and the common-sense fears 
of the Younger Brother remain speculations tangential to the event. Comus's 
appeal to use nature's bounty and the Lady's enraptured invocation of the 
angel of Chastity dramatize states of desire whose actualization is frustrated 
by rejection or paralysis. 

The language of the Lady and her brothers is limited by the social roles, 
by their youth, and in a larger sense, by their humanity. Comus, however, 
like Thyrsis, takes on the roles of shepherd and artist of transformations. 
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His power of transformation, of course, is a Satanic parody, and it con- 
sistently frustrates its own ends. He not only brings evil out of good; he also 
perverts his own purposes, chief among which is the pursuit of pleasure. 
Comus, as the audience knows, is not the faithful, courteous shepherd the 
Lady at first takes him to  be (271-330), He contrives to blear the eyes of the 
Lady alone (164-166); the audience continues to see him in his proper 
person. He is, in fact, a courtier. He has both a palace of pleasures and a 
rout, or retinue, who wear the "glistering apparel" of courtiers (Stage direc- 
tion, 92). His temptation of the Lady begins with talk about the loyalty and 
courtesy of shepherds, but it ends as an elaborate parody of a courtly 
seduction couched in the elegant rhetoric of cavalier poetry (737-755). 

Court and pastoral, society and nature, are thus the counters of the 
ironic transformations enacted by Comus. When he announces his own 
transformation into a shepherd, he redefines his rout as  a herd (153). His 
rout, moreover, display this transformed quality, having the heads of beasts 
and the apparel of courtiers. Comus's perversion of the social order perverts 
the order of nature; it implicitly challenges the order of providence. His 
misuse of nature's bounty perverts the shepherd's enjoyment of pleasure 
and meditative otium. Cornus's faculty for transformation, enacted through 
a poetry of perverse celebration and persuasion, thus allows the roles of the 
false shepherd and false courtier to  collapse into one role, that of the artist 
who perverts nature to the uses of evil. 

Seen in moral terms, Thyrsis and Comus present a clear opposition. This 
opposition, however, also embraces a number of points at which their roles 
complement one another. Thyrsis, the Orphic shepherd, is actually the 
Attendant Spirit, Jove's courtier, just a s  Comus, the false shepherd, is aIso 
a courtier. Both interpret the order of nature and are  able to effect trans- 
formations within it. In effect, Comus actuaIizes the negative potential of 
the role of Thyrsis. In the Ludlow Musk, pastoral predicates a realm of 
discourse where opposites may become complementary, and this process 
of complementation makes possible a complex series of transformations 
and transvaluations. Court and pastoral provide metaphorical reflections 
of each other, and each reflection embodies both its negative and its positive 
potential. The disorder of society is actualized through Comus in the dis- 
order of nature. But the renewal of the order of nature, through the agency 
ofThyrsis, is able to renew the order of society. 

This system of transformation and transvaluation, moreover, insists upon 
its character as process. The Ludlow Musk explores the possibility of resolu- 
tion while continuing to propose alternatives. The Lady is returned safely 
to the festive court of her parents, but Comus and his rout continue to 
revel in the perplexed paths of the drear wood. More importantly, the 
Attendant Spirit's epilogue insists that the Lady's rescue from Comus and 
the reaffirmation of the values of chastity and faith are only complementary 
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phases in a n  ongoing process. A careful consideration of the epilogue 
further reveals, I think, the increasingly sophisticated poetic that Milton is 
evolving through the Ludlow Mask. 

When the music and dancing are done, the Attendant Spirit puts off his 
shepherd's clothes and prepares to reascend to the broad fields of the sky. 
Only now d o  we learn that those regions, unlike the Lady's doctrine of 
Chastity, d o  not attempt a PIatonic transcendence of nature. Instead they 
embrace the gardens of Hesperus, a superterrestrial paradise where the 
Graces and the Hours celebrate the eternal round of generation and process: 

There I suck the liqu~d air 
Allamidst the Garden fa11 
Of Hesperus, and h~sdaughters three 
That singabout thegolden tree 
Along thecr~sped shades and bow'rs 
Revels the spruce and jocund S p r ~ n g .  
The Graces and the rosy-bosorn'd Hours 
Th~theral l  t lmr bount~es br~ng ,  
That thereeternal Surn~nerdwells . . 

(980-989) 

Platonist critics have wished to identify these gardens with Plato's "True 
Earth," which lies beyond the Ocean.' Their resemblance to  Spenser's 
Garden of Adonis, however, is more immediate and m e a n i n g f ~ l . ~  They 
anticipate, not Milton's heaven, which can be expressed only through meta- 
phor, but the garden of Paradise Lost, where imagination is confirmed by 
the experience of the senses. 

The Lady and her Eider Brother have emphasized a Platonic doctrine of 
transcendental chastity. These gardens of Hesperus, I think, should be seen 
as restatement and transvaluation of that concept. As a matter of detail, the 
gardens restate and transvalue many earlier themes and images. The At- 
tendant Spirit, who sucks their liquid air, compresses sensuous experiences 
into drinking, transvaluing the pleasures of Comus's poisoned cup. The 
gardens are named for the star which, Comus has said, "bids the Shepherd 
fold" (93). That star, as  we know, is called either Hesperus or Venus. As 
Hesperus, it represents security and peace to  the shepherd; as Venus its 
rising marks the time appropriate for the revels of Comus. Things in nature, 
as the Lady has told us, should be valued by their source and their use 
(762-779).5 

The gardens of Hesperus, in effect, transform earlier images of dangerous 
pleasure and Ludlow's images of social pleasure into images of perfected 
pleasure. The perplexed paths of the drear wood where the Lady is beguiled 
by Comus become Hesperus's cedarn alleys with their balmy odors. Comus's 
place is taken by "The spruce and jocund Spring," who is clearly male (in 
place of Botticelli's female), and who appears as one of the masculine 
generative forces underlying nature, whereas Comus advocates the non- 
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procreative consumption of nature's bounty (710-755), The revels of Spring 
transvalue Comus's "Joy and Feast, / Midnight shout and revelry, / Tipsy 
dance and joIlity" (102-104). Similarly, the songs of the Lady, Thyrsis, and 
Sabrina, along with the fertility dances of the shepherds and the lighter 
trippings of the courtiers, have been transformed into the singing and 
dancing of Hesperus and his daughters. The pastoral images evoked earlier 
by Thyrsis reappear as the crisped shades and bowers of Hesperus. The  
Severn with its pure water, identified before with the paradox of Sabrina's 
chastity and the natural fertility of her streams, is metamorphosed into 
Iris's humid rainbow, joining earth and heaven, matter and spirit. The 
golden tree a t  the center of the dance suggests for us the "vegetable gold" of 
the Tree of Life in Eden. The Graces, to whom Ficino assigns the values of 
emanation, conversion, and return, embody the process by which God's 
creative power expresses itseIf in nature; here they bring their bounties and 
join the Hours, symbols of time and process, in the eternal round of crea- 
tion." 

The gardens of Hesperus thus identify true pleasure with the process of 
generation and with the cosmic cycle that underlies it. This transvaluation 
of the themes of the Mask culminates, finally, in Milton's re-creations of the 
myth of Venus and Adonis, and the myth of Cupid and Psyche. The At- 
tendant Spirit warns us that our  understanding of these myths is a test of 
ourselves. "List mortals," he cautions us, "if your ears be true," and pro- 
ceeds to  describe 

Beds of H ~ u r  rrirlz and Roses 
Where young Aclorir\ oft reposes, 
W a x ~ n g  well of h ~ s  deep wound 
In slurnbcrsolt, and on thegioilnd 
Sadly sits th' A ~ Y I  trrrrz Queen; 
But far above I I I  spangled sheen 
Celestial C L I / J I L /  hei fam'd sonadvanc't 
Holds his dear Psyche awect cnt~dnc't 
After her wand'r~ng labors long: 
Till free consent the gods among 
Makeherhl\eternal Bride, 
And from her fait unspotted side 
TWO bl~ssful twrns ;Ire to be b o ~  n, 
Youthand Joy, s o J o ~ e  11~1th sworn 

(998-1 0 12) 

This passage was not used in the performance at Ludlow, where part of 
the Epilogue had been moved to the P r ~ l o g u e . ~  There must have been 
several reasons for this, not the least of which is that the thematic transvalu- 
ations that take place in the epilogue are too complex and undramatic for 
the court performance of a masque. They become appropriate only in the 
printed version, where the Mask stands to survive primarily by its success 
as a pastoral poem. 
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Most critics have agreed with Woodhouse in recognising Venus and 
Adonis as sponsors of natural procreativity. Cupid and Psyche, on the other 
hand, have been assigned to  a variety of places on a Platonic ladder that 
ascends from nature to  an  ideal of contemplative love."his variety of views 
results, I think, from the complexity of Milton's myth and his use of his 
sources. Spenser's Psyche is a more earthbound figure. She is Amoret's 
instructress in "true feminitee," and her allegorical home is the Garden of 
Adonis, the seminary of created things. Milton, however, places Psyche with 
Cupid "Far above" Venus and Adonis. Cupid, moreover, is called "Celestial." 
Their transferral from the Garden of Adonis to a place far above the 
gardens of Hesperus may suggest a Platonic ascent, or  at  least some media- 
torial function, a middle state where nature and grace are integrated in the 
human experience. But the act of transferral also reveals, 1 think, the 
imaginative logic which, for  Milton, invests the myth with new meaning. 

The myth of Cupid and Psyche, embodied in Milton's descriptive image, 
implicitly restates important elements of the myth of Venus and Adonis. 
That  is, it transfers these elements into its own context of meaning. Both 
myths restate the meaning of the Lady's experience within their respective 
contexts of relevance. Both, for instance, involve a past threat of violation 
and loss, similar to the dangers the Lady has survived. Milton's treatment 
of both myths is, moreover, marked by a tone of anticipation which again 
helps to define their relevance to the experience of the Lady; their incom- 
pleteness refers directly to the world of process in which she is involved. 
Adonis, who had ignored the appeals of Venus, has suffered the conse- 
quences in his encounter with a wild boar, and he is still "Waxing well of 
his deep wound." Procreation, the consummation of pleasure in nature, is 
clearly dclayed, Psyche, at  the end of her labors, has regained the husband 
she had lost, but she remains "entranc't" in his arms. As with the Lady's 
quest in the wood and her subsequent imprisonment, there has been a 
price to be paid. The anticipated bliss of the mythical lovers, moreover, 
clearly predicts the rewards of the Lady's victory over sensual folly. 

Thus Milton's use of these two myths is not a simple resoIution or 
thematic closure. Instead, the awareness of past trials, present paralysis, 
and future pleasure, implicit in both the myths and in the Lady's story, 
maintains our sense of process and change. The temporal element in Milton's 
treatment of the myths contradicts, I think, the assumption that this is a 
familiar Platonic ladder of ascent and static correspondences. The experi- 
ences of the Lady, Adonis, and Psyche all remain in states of becoming. 
Each of them, within his own context, is in the process of recapitulating the 
experiences of the others. In this way, each serves as a n  "infolding" (to use 
Wind's phrase) of the "unfolded" themes of the Mask." In neo-Platonic 
systems of mythography such as Ficino's and Pico's, these "infolded" parts 
are understood to restate implicitly the "unfolded" who1e.l" Like typo- 
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logical figures, neo-Platonic figures thus acquire, through progressive "in- 
folding~" and "unfoldings," a temporal dimension which permits the symbol 
to re-express its meanings through multiple phases of relevance. 

The critics of Coinus, relying on a footnote in the Spenser Vurior~tm, have 
assumed that the myth of Cupid and Psyche must be read P1atonically.l' 
An examination of the Renaissance commentaries on Apuleius, however, 
reveals that they provided Milton with a significant choice. 

It is true, on  the one hand, that the marriage of Cupid and  Psyche had 
been regarded by ancient neo-Platonists and early Christians as the soul's 
marriage to God. This is the version implied in Hellenistic art  and in 
Martianus Capella." Boccaccio takes his cue from Martianus; he further 
explains that Cupid's features, which Psyche had been forbidden to see, 
symbolize the divine form, the extrinsic works of God. Psyche's lack of faith 
and her pride tempt her to  violate this prohibition and thus she loses the 
faculty of contemplation and is separated from her divine spouse. Her quest 
to regain him is a purgation by which she recovers the A O I Z L J I ~  ~~~t~1er1~j11~1110i7i.s 
and is perpetually joined to it. Her  child Voluptas, according to Roccaccio, 
is theeternal pleasure and happiness that love gives birth to . ' ?  

Boccaccio's Platonizing interpretation of Cupid and Psyche was certainly 
available to Milton. Its usefulness is limited in the Ludlow Mush,  however, 
because it does not serve t o  interpret the experience of the Lady. The Lady 
confronts vice in the form of Comus, whereas the Platonic Psyche discovers 
the "divine form" in the person of Cupid. 'The Platonic Psyche gains, 
through purgations, the faculty of contemplation. The Lady, on the other 
hand, has asserted with some earnestness her present ability to see the ideal 
form of chastity. 

Moreover, Boccaccio's reading does not appear in the standard Renais- 
sance editions of Apuleius. The commentaries, instead, are  dominated by 
the work of the Paduan humanist Filippo Beroaldo, whose interpretation of 
the myth, 1 think, is immediately pertinent to the experience of Milton's 
Lady. 

Beroaldo begins with a summary from Fulgentius Planciades, the fourth- 
century Christian mythographer.14 Psyche, of course, is the soul. Her two 
sisters, who incite her to  discover the identity of her nocturnal lover, 
Fulgentius tells us, are Free Will and the Flesh. Venus, who is Lust, envies 
Psyche and sends Cupid to destroy her. But since Cupid, or  Desire, may be 
the desire for either good or  evil, Cupid is drawn to love Psyche, the soul, 
and is joined to her. This is a key concept, I think, because it predicates a 
form of desire compatible with innocence. Cupid warns Psyche, however, 
never to seek to see his face, which would bring her to the knowledge of the 
idle pleasures (c/electutner~ta) of desire. Thus Psyche's case, as Fulgentius 
reminds his Christian readers, was similar to  Adam's, who did not sense 
the shame of his nakedness until he had eaten of the tree of concupiscence. 
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However, Psyche's sisters Flesh and Free Will insist upon knowing the 
pleasures of Desire, and they incite her to discover Cupid's features by the 
light of her lamp as he lies asleep. By uncovering the lamp, Fulgentius as- 
serts, Psyche reveals the flame of desire hidden in her own heart. Immedi- 
ately she loves Cupid's features and in the same instant she is spotted 
(macuiata) by the oil of her lamp, because Desire is always burning. (In 
Apuleius, Cupid is burned by the oil of the lamp, and Psyche is pricked by 
an arrow in Cupid's quiver.) Thus, Fulgentius concludes, Desire brands its 
spot on the sinner's flesh and she is driven out to undergo her trials in the 
world. Beroaldo, in paraphrasing Fulgentius, significantly omits the word 
"sinner" @eccatrix). 

Fulgentius had ended here, but Beroaldo goes on to  interpret the reunion 
of the lovers. He recalls Martianus's statement that they receive all the 
blessings of the gods. Moreover, they give birth to the child Voluptas 
"because from the desire and delight of the soul pleasure is generated, which 
the greatest of the philosophers reckon as the highest good."l5 

The nature of the summum bonunl, however, is a point of debate through- 
out the Renaissance. While the Platonists insist upon the primacy of spirit- 
ual love, there is constant agitation for a more secular point of view. The 
rehabilitation of Epicurus, especially, beginning as early as Ficino's De 
~loluptate, and finding dynamic expression in More's Utopia, in the 
"Epicureus" of Erasmus, in Rabelais, and in Shakespeare, increasingly 
seeks sanctions both for physical pleasure and for the transvalued expres- 
sion of intellectual experience as vo1~tpra.s.'~ A parallel movement is the 
humanist and Puritan argument for the pleasures of marriage.17 

Beroaldo refers us for knowledge of the sun~nzwn bonur~1 to Aristotle, 
who, he says with unusual vagueness, has written copiously about it. He 
also refers us to his recently published commentary on Cicero's Tuscuian 
Que~r ions . 'Vhat  commentary, in fact, draws upon each of the ancient 
schools, but its discussion of Epicurus's caiculus of pleasures is remarkably 
f ~ l I . 1 ~  In regard to Cupid and Psyche, however, Beroaldo has more definite 
notions about the nature of thesum~nurn bonum. 

He has just been married to a girl named Camilla Paleoti, Beroaldo tells 
us. She is a lawyer's daughter, a mature twenty-two, neither too handsome 
nor too ugly, and she is gifted with the miracle of virginal modesty. The 
pleasures of Cupid and Psyche are much on the mind of Camilla's scholarly 
young husband. "May the gods," he apostrophizes, "grant that this marriage 
wiIl be happy, blessed, and good-fortuned for us, and that pleasure may 
take its birth from it. For if omens are not empty promises, there is no 
doubt that we have the full enjoyment of a harmonious union rife with 
pleasure."") Beroaldo's celebration of his marriage continues for two full 
folio pages. If there were any doubt of his attitude, moreover, Beroaldo has 
also preserved an Oratio nupfialis from later years. Employing many of the 
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same phrases used to celebrate his own marriage, he eulogizes a friend's 
marriage in terms that approach Milton's celebration of the wedded love 
of Adam and Eve." 

Fulgentius's gloss on Cupid and Psyche, together with Beroaldo's con- 
clusions and the model of Spenser provide, I think, direct suggestions for 
Milton's treatment of both Psyche and the Lady. The theme of the soul's 
quest, its temptation and triumph, is emphatic in Milton's tale. The Lady, 
carelessly left alone by her young brothers, is exposed t o  Comus and the 
temptation of sensual pleasure, much as Psyche is abandoned to Cupid by 
her parents, and prompted by her sisters to learn his identity. Comus ap- 
pears to the Lady a t  first disguised as  a shepherd; Cupid refuses to allow 
Psyche to  know his identity. Importantly, the audience sees Comus as his 
proper self, but his magic has dimmed the Lady's vision. She is brought 
then to  Comus's palace of pleasure, as Psyche is taken to  Cupid's.22 When 
the Lady's vision clears, however, she immediately rejects Comus, a re- 
jection predicated upon her discovery of his true nature. Apuleius's Psyche, 
on the other hand, is burned by the oil of her own desire, according to 
Fulgentius. The Lady remains innocent but not unharmed; she is not free 
from Comus's physical power over her. Instead she is held, according to 
Sabrina's unfortunate image, by a "marble venom'd seat / Smeared with 
gums of glutinous heat" (917). 

The Lady's experience, in effect, resembles Eve's dream which the toad 
Satan pours like poison into her sleeping ear. Eve awakens physically dis- 
composed and troubled with remorse. She is absolved by Adam, who tells 
her that "Evil into the mind of God or Man / May come and go, so un- 
approv'd, and leave / No spot or  blame behind" (Paradisr L-o,.\t V. 117-1 19). 
The Lady, like Eve, has gained immediate knowledge of evil and has been 
physically affected by it. Like Psyche she has, in Fulgentius's interpretation, 
uncovered the form of cupiditas, represented here by Comus's sterile lust. 
Hers is, in fact, one of those implicit dramas of discovery and expanding 
awareness that recur in Milton's later poetry in increasingly complex form.23 

Milton, however, implicitly insists upon the innocence of this knowledge 
that is gained through confrontations with evil. There is no question of the 
Lady's spiritual integrity, although she is physically paralyzed by Comus; 
and Milton's Psyche awaits her marriage t o  Cupid with "fair unspotted 
side." In this context, "unspotted" is easily understood to  mean "physically 
pure." There is no doubt, however, of the physical purity in the case of the 
Lady. Hence the "unspotted side" of Milton's Psyche should refer to her 
freedom, and the Lady's freedom, from emotional guilt. Apuleius's Psyche, 
on the other hand, was spotted, maculata, Fulgentius asserts, by the oil of 
her lamp, the expression of her desire. Milton, in effect, has allowed his 
Psyche and the Lady the same knowledge that Apuleius's Psyche has 
gained; but Milton has removed, as Adam will from Eve, the taint of guilt. 
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Eve must shed tears of remorse, of course; the Lady remains "entranc't" 
until she is freed by Sabrina. Milton's Psyche, likewise, must recuperate 
from her labors. But in spite of this, both Psyche and the Lady enjoy knowl- 
edge with innocence, founded upon the integrity of the self. 

Although Milton's plot is partly shaped to suit the age and abilities of 
the Egerton children, one is also tempted to see a n  oblique relation between 
the Lady's brothers and Psyche's two sisters as Fulgentius has Platonized 
them. The brothers, like Psyche's sisters, a re  responsible for exposing their 
sister to the knowledge of c~ipiditas. The Elder Brother, with his firm assur- 
ance of the freedom of the soul and the magical power of chastity is, in 
effect, a spokesman for Free Will, the name that Fulgentius assigns to  
Psyche's elder sister. The Younger Brother, with his commonsense fears for  
the physical safety of his sister, expresses the anxieties of the Flesh, Psyche's 
second sister. The Attendant Spirit reveals himself not only a s  the defender 
of chastity; in the epilogue he also becomes the spokesman for the true 
pleasures of love. In fine, in the  opposition of Comus and the Attendant 
Spirit we see the two forms of desire that Fulgentius ascribes to  Cupid: one 
the c~rpidirrr.~ iuali, which conceives of pleasure in terms of oral consumption 
and a sterile eroticism; the other, the cuyicliras hot71 that here expresses 
itself through the bonds of sympathy, loyalty, and procreative human love. 
The reunion of the Lady and her brothers with their parents is a reminder 
of the bond of family that links nature to society, and the material world to 
the spiritual world. 

The Platonic suggestions of "Celestial Cupid" and his place "far above" 
Milton's Venus and Adonis are qualified, I think, by the anticipation of 
Psyche's children Youth and Joy. Milton translates Apuleius's name 
I/o/~iprns as  Joy,  or  gaucliutn, and thus rejects again the frivolous sensual 
pleasure associated with Comus. But the name Joy  incorporates, neverthe- 
less, the jocundity associated with the procreative figures of Hesperus and 
Spring. This transvaluation of vol~lpras, pleasure, does not renounce the 
Platonic values; it subsumes them in a union of sensual vol~rptas and 
spiritual gattcliur~~. T o  reinforce this transvaluation, Milton adds a second 
child, Youth, who is linked to the youthfulness of Spring, the Lady, and her 
brothers. The debate over chastity and the use of nature has been rein- 
terpreted, in retrospect, through a celebration of youth, procreation, and 
true pleasure. True pleasure views the perfect consummation of physical 
and spiritual love as expressions of each other, and sees that both are rein- 
forced by the natural and social bonds of family. 

Such a conclusion, in spite of the indirectness of its presentation, is not 
surprising for Milton, who in the divorce pamphlets will soon be insisting 
that the natural pleasures of marriage are inseparable from spiritual 
compatibility. The Platonic ladder of ascent, if this is what is sug- 
gested by the place of Cupid and Psyche "far above," has been trans- 
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valued as it is in Book IV of Paradise Losf. There we begin with a con- 
templative consideration of the hierarchy of that first marriage. Then we 
progress, through the increasingly social and physical pleasures of sight, 
hearing, and taste, conversation and dinner, upv~arcls to the mysterious 
rituals of the nuptial bower. The way up and the way down, a s  even Satan 
must learn, may be one and the same. 

Thus the shepherd-poet, in his Orphic role, employs a language of trans- 
valuation, the vehicle of an  imaginative process by which oppositions are 
redefined as complementary states of being. The epilogue, in effect, has 
restated the themes of the Mask in a way that resolves oppositions into 
counter-representations of each other. T o  reduce these themes to the prose 
of the moralist, we would introduce a temporal sequence to resolve these 
oppositions. Chastity would be seen a s  a precondition of marriage; mar- 
riage, in the words of a Puritan divine, is the "ambition of virginity."lJ The 
Attendant Spirir, however, does not introduce concepts of purpose. The 
embrace of Cupid and Psyche is a n  immediate transfiguration of the Lady's 
state of chastity. 

This process of transvaluation expresses itself directly through the genre 
of C ~ E P I L I J .  Pastoral drama, which in Tasso and Guarini concerns itself with 
pleasure and constancy, is transformed in the action of C o i ~ u s  into a 
vehicle for defining the values of temperance and faith. The court masque, 
which evolved from celebrations of fertility and marriage, becomes in the 
action of Coin~ts a means of affirming the values of chastity and restraint. 
Then in the epilogue, language takes the place of action and restates the 
values of the Ludlow iWa.rk in a way that includes all phases of the trans- 
formations through which the genre has progressed. In C O I ~ I L ~ S ,  Milton has 
already reached a poetics in which genre and language, with apparent 
autonomy, explore their potential for asserting meaning and for recording 
the transvaluing process by which meaning, in its multiple phases of rele- 
vance, may be asserted. The poetics of the shepherd Thyrsis, I think, evolve 
immediately into the complex, transfiguring voice of the uncouth swain of 
Ll'ci~ias. At a greater distance, the voice of Thyrsis becomes the voice of 
that other shepherd who, through type and anti-type, plot and counter-plot, 
asserts eternal providence in Paradise Lost. 

The Orphic role of Thyrsis finds its counterpoint in the final, cryptic 
transvaluation of the shepherd's role that Milton achieves in his Mcrhk. It is 
little more than a footnote, but it further illuminates Milton's concept of 
the possible roles of the pastoral poet. On the title page of the I637 edition 
of C O ~ ~ I L L S ,  we hear the voice of Milton's own pastoral persona, whose image 
was to appear again on  the frontispiece of the 1645 edition of the Poer71s.~~ 
The third shepherd of the Ludlow Mask, in tones that differ markedly from 
those of Thyrsis, is heard quotinga fragment from Virgil's unhappy Corydon: 
"Eheu quid volui misero mihi! floribus austrum Perditus. . . ." "Alas! What 
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have 1 done to my wretched self? 1 have exposed my flowers to the North 
W ~ n d ,  lost soul that 1 am. . . ." The fragment breaks off with the epithet 
Perdirus, which Milton capitalizes as though it were his pastoral signature. 

Virgil's Corydon had prepared a bouquet of laurels and myrtles of pastoral 
love and poetry, for Alexis; he knows that they will be r e j e~ ted .2~  Like the 
uncouth swain of Lycidas, who begins his lament with the same laurels and 
myrtles, Corydon senses that he is ru.sticus, that he has wasted his youth and 
his talents. Like Colin Clout, he feels tainted and frustrated by his faiIure as 
a lover and as a poet. He has violated the order of nature and now feels 
alienated from nature itself. Nature endorses love and fertility, peace and 
contentment, and Corydon senses only his own sterile futility. 

The Renaissance commentators universally remark upon the self- 
destructiveness of Corydon's infatuation. Philip Melanchthon, for instance, 
views the Second Eclogue as an  exploration of the paradoxes of passion. He 
first considers the commonplace allegory, which views the poem a s  Virgil's 
appeal for Augustus's patronage. "Furthermore," he continues, "this meta- 
phorical complaint is a parable of love, which brings things to such a pass 
that it proves by many arguments that it should be despised; meanwhile, 
however, it unworthily inflicts this harm." Melanchthon's collaborator, 
Stefan Reich, paraphrases: "Eheu: an exclamation containing a n  amplifi- 
cation of AIexis's great contempt, and this is also an elegant allegory. That 
is, 1 have deserved this great evil by my own will, by my own folly, giving 
occasion to a most violent wind, so that it laid waste all my harvest . . . . For 
he grieves that he has done himself much harm because of this love, and that 
he had known in his own heart that it was wrong."?7 

Through the voice of Corydon, Milton thus describes his own pastoral 
persona as rusticus, ineffectual, and unsuccessful as both a lover and a 
poet-an attitude that was to  crystallize in the uncouth swain Ljvi~/as .  The 
failure of poetry is specifically linked to the failure of love and to  a sense of 
taint. Corydon's ruined flowers point emphatically to the failure of fertility 
and rational order due to  a frustrated and egocentric passion. 

The third shepherd of the Ludlow Mask, in effect, indicates by his own 
frustrations the importance of the issues faced by the Lady and  her brothers: 
the right use of nature's bounty, the innocent knowledge and enjoyment of 
the many phases and forms of love, the meaning of fertility, faith, and true 
pleasure. While acknowledging these values, thepersona who speaks from the 
title page of the 1637 edition reveals himself as a lost shepherd ("Perditus"), 
o r  a man endangered, as all men are, by the false pleasures that flow from 
Comus's poisoned cup.'% We need not read this as the young Milton's cri 
du coeur; but it should certainly be set against those traditional attempts to  
describe the young Milton as a man of such chaste and cold conversation 
that he knew temptation only in literature and in imagination. The author 
of the Ludlow Mask is a complex man, and he clearly sets off the despairing 
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voice of Corydon against the redemptive role of Thyrsis, the Attendant 
Spirit, who is also Milton's coliaborator, Henry Lawes. Through the role 
of Thyrsis, Milton provides a n  antidote to the despair of Corydon by re- 
creating the Orphic role of the pastoral poet who is able, within the context 
of the Ludlow Mask, to assert the stability of providence and the good 
inherent in nature, an  assertion realized in the Mask through the fictions 
and transvaluations of the shepherd's art. 
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